ZIKA 2017: WHERE DO WE GO NEXT?

An Interactive Forum on Public Deliberation and Ethics for Better Policymaking

A forum to emphasize the role of interactive dialogue and education in public deliberation and ethics in shaping Florida’s Zika response.

Braman Center (Hillel), University of Miami, Coral Gables
April 6, 2017

AGENDA

8:30-9am – Registration; coffee and breakfast

9:00-9:10 am – The Role of Public Health Ethics and Public Deliberation for Policy

Welcoming remarks: Adriane Gelpi, PhD, MPH, Assistant Professor, Public Health Sciences; and Institute for Bioethics and Health Policy, University of Miami Miller School of Medicine

9:10-10:30 am – Setting the Stage: Public Deliberation and Ethics for Public Health Policymaking

Presenter: Lisa M. Lee, PhD, Executive Director, Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues

10:30-10:45 am – Break

10:45-12 pm – Zika Response in Miami, Part I: Policy and Politics

Moderator: Adriane Gelpi, PhD, MPH, University of Miami

Panelists

Amy Driscoll, Health Editor, The Miami Herald

Stephanie Tashiro, PhD, Deputy Resilience Officer, Office of Resilience and Sustainability, City of Miami

Mario Nuñez, Director, Solid Waste Department, City of Miami

Sarah K. Saunders, MPA, Code Compliance Manager, City of Miami Beach

Paul Mauriello, Deputy Director, Waste Operations, Miami Dade County
12:00-12:20 pm – Lunch (buffet style; please return to seats for keynote address)

12:30-1:10 – Keynote Address: “Zika 2017: Communicating a Difficult Public Health Threat”

Speaker: Celeste Philip, MD, MPH, State Surgeon General and Secretary, Florida Department of Health

Introduction: Jeffrey P. Brosco, MD, PhD, UM Professor of Clinical Pediatrics; Associate Director, Mailman Center for Child Development; Director, Population Health Ethics, Institute for Bioethics and Health Policy; Chair, Pediatric Bioethics Committee, Jackson Memorial Hospital

Respondent: Roderick King, MD, MPH, Associate Professor, Department of Public Health Sciences; Assistant Dean, MD/MPH Program, UM Miller School of Medicine; CEO, Florida Institute for Health Innovation

1:15-2:30 pm – Zika Response, Part II: Private Sector, Public Panic

Moderator: Joanna Johnson, PhD, Director of Writing, UM College of Arts & Sciences

Panelists
Steven G. Ullmann, PhD, Professor and Chair, Department of Health Sector Management and Policy, and Director, Center for Health Sector Management and Policy, UM School of Business Administration

Susan E. Morgan, PhD, Associate Dean, Research; Professor, Communication Studies; Director, Center for Culture, Communication and Change, UM School of Communications

Christine L. Curry, MD, PhD, Assistant Professor, Obstetrics and Gynecology, UHealth System; Co-Director, Zika Response Team

2:30-2:45 pm – Coffee Break

2:45-3:45 pm – Mapping the Road Ahead: Where do we go from here?

Discussion facilitated by Lisa M. Lee, PhD, Executive Director, and Kata Chillag, PhD, Associate Director, Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues

Panelists
Amy L. Fairchild, PhD, MPH Associate Dean, Academic Affairs, Texas A&M School of Public Health

Stephanie Morain, PhD, MPH, Assistant Professor, Center for Medical Ethics and Health Policy, Baylor College of Medicine, Houston

3:45-4 pm – Closing Remarks: Adriane Gelpi and Kenneth W. Goodman, PhD, Professor and Director, UM Institute for Bioethics and Health Policy, and Co-Director, UM Ethics Programs